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Overview 
The Media Trust Digital Security and Operations Team identified and terminated a widespread 
malicious ad campaign that performs massive amounts of ad fraud on mobile devices. The tag-
delivered malware enables ad fraud by generating 150+ hidden 
iframes to serve unviewable impressions and execute non-human 
clicks. Not only are these ads not viewable by humans, but the 
device owner experiences unacceptable latency due to the 
extensive iframe and impression volume. 

Quickly tripling in scale in 14 days, a third-party actor employed 
extensive code obfuscation, and spread ad buys across dozens 
of small-scale DSPs to bypass malware blockers and evade 
detection. [Figure 1] Because these nonviewable impressions 
drive ad fraud—a multibillion dollar problem for all players in the digital advertising industry—our DSO 
worked directly with Google, Trustworthy Accountability Group (TAG) Threat Exchange, and affected 
AdTech partners to address the escalating outbreak. This industry cooperation is crucial; as of mid-
November, the attack has slowed down significantly. 

Attack Analysis  
The malicious code is delivered in two stages; the first makes preliminary checks and decides whether 
stage two is executed, whose job is to perform the click fraud. Stage one is delivered by the ad-tag 
itself using URLs with the following format: 

https://tpc.googlesyndication.com/pimgad/[string of numbers]/[file name].js 

https://captive.tpc.googlesyndication.com/pimgad/[string of numbers]/[string of numbers].js 

URLs with the googlesyndication.com/pimgad substring are usually seen delivering creative images or 
tracking pixels which is why the .js extension after the URLs is suspicious. 

An example of a malicious URL can be seen below: 

https://tpc.googlesyndication.com/pimgad/14919612810500347771/gg-sdx.js 

 

 

 

 

Ad fraud drives billions of 
dollars in inefficient spend 
for agencies and lost 
revenue for publishers 
each year. 
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Stage one delivered by the above URL starts with the following style of code: 

 
 
 

 
 

This obfuscation technique is not unique to this malware and is commonly used by both malicious and 
legitimate actors. The use of this obfuscation style results in a file that is over one thousand lines of 
code, making it difficult to detect any malicious indicators without the use of a debugger to extrapolate 
values. Stepping through the code gives the value of an important array of strings used throughout the 
rest of the script, this array can be seen in the code snippet below: 

Figure 2: Obfuscated Code (Stage 1) 

Figure 1: Code Structure 
(Stage 1) 
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Using the above values, parts of the code can be deobfuscated in order to make analysis easier to 
understand. For example, inserting the string values reveals the following check: 

 

The code snippet above shows that the malicious script checks if the device’s platform contains the 
string “hon” or “arm”, these are checks for iPhone and Android respectively. If the user device is not 
one of these two, the script stops executing and exits. However, if the check passes, the script 
proceeds to check if it is running on a page whose protocol is “https”. If both conditions pass, the script 
tag containing the stage two URL is created; this process can be seen below: 

Figure 3: Deobfuscated values of array v97Z Code 

Figure 4: Checks for iPhone or Android device 
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The text in green denotes the deobfuscated value. The source of the newly created script tag appears 
to be: 

https[:]//ce.googher.xyz/js/tmp/dyp.min.js 

Once the script tag is created, it is inserted into the page’s header, automatically executing stage two. 
Stage two starts by creating a JavaScript object containing key value pairs of campaign information as 
well as the device name, i.e., Android or iOS.  

This object has been simplified in the code snippet below: 

Figure 5: Creation of HTML script tag for Stage 2 delivery 
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The values in yellow represent functions that can be called by the script to set specific values. The 
setPlatform function can be seen below; the other set functions follow the same format. 

 

The two most important functions in stage two are constructURL and addClickTrackURL. The former 
constructs the URLs that will give the impression URLs used for click fraud. These URLs depend on the 
user device. The simplified version of this function is shown below. 

Figure 6: Creation of JavaScript object in Stage 2 containing campaign information 

Figure 7: Set method for setPlatform variable in Figure 6 
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First, function constructURL checks if the device’s user agent is derived from automation software, this 
is done with function isBot, which checks if the strings “spider” or “bot” are in the user agent’s value. If 
the browser is a bot, the script exits. Otherwise, URL parameters are then constructed using various 
functions throughout the script. 

The domain and URL parameters depend on the user device, if on Android, the domain is 
api.jumpraw[.]com, if on iOS, the domain is api.yausiu[.]com. These domains then act as the Command 
& Control for the fraud. The resulting URLs for both devices are: 

Device URL 
iOS https[:]//api.yausiu[.]com/api/v1/gjt/get?callback=_jr_jsTag.addClickTrack&token=1013

9&os=iOS&schema={}&tag={}&idfa={} 

Android  https[:]//api.jumpraw[.]com/api/v1/gjt/get?callback=_jr_jsTag.addClickTrack&token=10
139&os=Android&schema={}&tag={}&aid={}&gaid={} 

 

Figure 8: constructURL method used to create URL that returns impression URLs 

Table 1: URLs visited with respect to user device 
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Both URLs respond with a JavaScript object that looks like the following: 

 

For Android, there are 161 impression URLs in the _ad_data variable while iOS has 151. The last line 
of the response calls the addClickTrack function which will be used to perform the click fraud. The 
simplified version of function addClickTrack is below: 

Figure 9: Response from either URL in Table 1 
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The argument given to this function is the set of impression URLs from _ad_data object. This function 
iterates through each impression URL in _ad_data and creates a hidden iframe for each one; the iframe 
is created using the function createIframe whose definition can be seen below. 

Figure 10: Function addClickTrack used to create hidden iframes for click fraud 
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Given that the list of impression URLs have 161 or 151 values depending on the device’s platform, 161 
or 151 iframes are created within the webpage. Each iframe element will be appended to the 
webpage’s <head> element in the following format, where “impression URL” is one of the 100+ 
impression URLs in the _ad_data  object: 

 

 

After the addClickTrack function is complete, the webpage’s HTML will look something like: 

 

 

Figure 11: Function creating an iframe 

Figure 12: Structure of created HTML iframe Tags 

Figure 13: HTML Structure after creation of all iframes with impression URLs 
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Exposure 
To date, we have detected 12+ unique payload urls delivered across multiple campaigns and ad 
servers, as well as several publishers.  

Publisher/ User Impact 
For users the Trickstack-3PC campaign can cause issues with hidden iframes causing system 
slowdown issues. Performance issues are often blamed on a webpage and can cause users to avoid 
certain webpages. 

However, the larger impact is for publishers and the ad tech ecosystem. These invisible iframes will still 
count as being visible in terms of showing and delivering an ad. As a result, this massively inflates a 
given campaign's numbers. 

INDICATORS OF COMPROMISE 

URLs 
https[:]//ce.googher[.]xyz/js/tmp/dyp.min.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/14919612810500347771/gg-sdx.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/2971199493862724485/world.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/16480940003035021537/name.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/4833867751899096285/goods.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/8454969495355931878/kfo.js 

https[:]//tpc[.]googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/9102412562232889906/book.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/8637344524994980512/pro.js 

https[:]//captive.tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/13043165707952551560/1082127718272237.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/8092219191241233313/samsung.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/17397037870649291995/ad.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/7357425292014486029/baby.js 

https[:]//tpc.googlesyndication[.]com/pimgad/4645758046081315392/nienie.js 
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Domains 
api.yausiu[.]com 

api.jumpraw[.]com 

googher[.]xyz 

Mitigation Actions 
Removing the Trickstack-3PC malicious campaigns from circulation is necessary. The Media Trust 
scanning allows early detection before the campaigns go live, reducing and preventing publisher and 
user impact. Scanning also ensures that the malicious material is identified properly, allowing targeted 
blocking like Media Filter to affect only malicious content. Media Filter has successfully blocked this 
content on multiple publisher websites.   

 
 
 
 

About The Media Trust 
The Media Trust is on a mission to fix the digital ecosystem. Through continuous monitoring of websites 
and mobile apps, we provide transparency into the complex relationships delivering the consumer 
experience. More than 600 premium enterprises, media publishers, ad networks/ exchanges, and 
agencies—including 40 of comScore's AdFocus Top 50 websites—rely on The Media Trust to identify 
and remediate security, data protection, and quality risks which can lead to regulatory fines, depressed 
inventory value, revenue loss and brand damage. For more information, visit www.mediatrust.com.  

http://www.mediatrust.com/

